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Fuel saving technology being evaluated are:
• Parasite drag reduction
• Trim drag reduction
• Lift to drag (L/D) increase
Parasite drag reduction evaluation consists of wind tunnel tests with the standard L-1011
tail and two reduced area tail configurations.
Trim drag reduction is to be evaluated during flight tests by rebalancing the airplane for
relaxed static stability. The rebalancing is accomplished by pumping water as required to
tanks located in the forward and aft of the airplane to achieve the desired cg location.
Advanced technology wings increased L/D values relative to current L-1011 wings will
be evaluated in the wind tunnel. Thus, by using advanced wings and aircraft relaxed static
stability significant fuel savings can be realized.
The dynamic stability of an airplane becomes more sensitive for decreased tail size, relaxed
static stability, and advanced wing configurations. Consequently, aircraft longitudinal
handling qualities would be degraded. However, active control pitch augmentation will be
i	 used to achieve the required handling qualities. Flight tests are to be performed to evaluate
the pitch atgmentation systems.
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Three different horizontal tail concepts are being used to evaluate the
benefits to be gained by parasite drag reduction. The 1282 ft 2 tail is the
basic L-1011 tail. The 898 ft2
 tail is for an airplane with a reduced tail
length and utilizing a pitch augmentation system. The 800 ft 2 tail is for an
airplane with an extended tail length and utilizing a pitch augmentation
system,
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Fuel savings for the three horizontal tail concepts that were evaluated are
shown as a function of Mach, number. The values shown are based on high
speed wind tunnel drag data. An airplane equipped with the 800 ft2 tail
would use 3.2% less fuel than an airplane with the 1282 ft 2 standard L-1011
tail. The 898 ft 2 tail uses about 2.5% less fuel at Mach .79, but as the Mach
number increases to .84 fuel savings are 1.7%. 	i
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An airplane that has the center of gravity (cg) forward of the neutral point is	 l E
considered to be statically stable. The stability margin is based on the dis-
tance between the cg and the neutral point. Reduction of the static margin
by moving the center-of-gravity aft is called relaxed static stability ( RSS).
Fuel Saving benefits possible for an aircraft with a current L-1011 wing by 	 !
relaxing the static stability is 2% due to reduced trim drag. For an aircraft
with advanced wing technology and relaxed static stability the saving poten-
tial is 12%. The cg reference point shown is for a current L-1011 aircraft.
	 4	 ^'
The data base for determining the fuel savings is high speed wind tunnel drag
data.
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Active control augmentation system requirements for relaxed static stability
operating conditions have been designated as near term, advanced, and
future flight control systems. Block diagrams of these systems are shown in
the following three charts. Rebalancing of an aircraft with a current L-1011
wing to achieve maximum fuel efficiency requires the cg location to be at
35% mean aerodynamic, chord (MAC). Thus the near tenn augmentation
system is required. An airplane equipped with an advanced technology wing
requires either the advanced or future flight control system to achieve
maximum fuel savings. Note that the maximum savings occur when the cg is
located at 50% MAC. Thus, the aircraft is statically unstable since the cg is
aft of the neutral point.
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The near term flight control system provides stabilizing inputs to the existing
	
L-101 I control system by means of the series servo. Signals to the series are 	 t 1	 I
provided by a pitch rate sensor and active controls stability augmentation
electronics.
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SENSOR
	 ELECTRONICS
	 SERVO	 °OWER
SERIES
SERVO
STABILITY
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ELECTRONICS
The advanced flight control system is an electronic system retaining as back-
up the existing L, 1011 flight control system plus series servo, as shown in
the previous chart. Sensors for this system include pitch rate and attitude
or angle of attack sensors.
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The future flight control system is a full electronic system. The block dia-
gram for this system is the same as for the electronic path of the advanced
system shown in the previous chart. Also, the same sensors are required.
Requirements for this system are that it must have redundant channels with
fail operational provisions with one channel inoperable and fail safe pro-
visions with two channels inoperable.
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AIRCRAFT ENERGY EEEICIERCY SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
PILOTED VEHICLE
ANALYSIS/ FLIGHT SYSTEM FLIGHT
DESIGN SIMULATION SIMULATION TEST
• NEAR TERM 0 O O O
• ADVANCED • O O O
• FUTURE O
The flight control systems development approach is shown. The near term
and advanced systems development consists of analysis/design, piloted flight
simulation, vehicle system simulation and flight test. Analysis/design consist
of aerodynamic analysis and wind tunnel tests; control law synthesis;
avionics hardware and software modification; and mechanical systems design
and test. Piloted flight simulation will be conducted on a 4 degree of free-
dom moving base simulator. The vehicle system simulation will be
conducted on an L-1011 functional systems simulator known as the "iron
bird". Flight tests will be conducted on L-1011 S/N 1001. This aircraft has
extended span wing and a basic L-1011 horizontal tail. This tail consists of a
moving stabilizer with a geared elevator. The elevator will have a 5 0 downrig
in order to provide the required airplane-nose-down control power for the
relaxed static stability tests.
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AIACRAFiEAIRGPfFFICIERCFi FLYING QUALITIES AND AERODYNAPAICS
OBJECTIVE
• IMPROVE CRUISE EFFICIENCY BY
REDUCING AERODYNAMIC DRAG
,APPROACH
• RELAX THE STATIC LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
REQUIREMENT THUS ALLOWING:
— REDUCED HORIZONTAL TAIL SIZE
F,	 (DECREASED PARASITE DRAG)
FARTHER AFT AIRCRAFT BALANCE(DECREASED TRIM DRAG)
♦ 	 Y
a	 • EMPLOY ACTIVE CONTROLS TO MAINTAINGOOD HANDLING QUALITIES
The objective of this study is to investigate the application of relaxed static
stability as a means of reducing aerodynamic drag, thus increasing cruise
energy efficiency. Applying relaxed static stability conceptually offers the
benefits of allowing a smaller horizontal tail, which decreases parasite drag,
or more aft cg locations, which decreases trim drag. Successful application
of this concept depends.on the development of a stability and control aug-
mentation system to prevent any degradation in handling qualities.
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1977 - 1979 ACHIEVEMENTSAIflCBAfT [NIRbY EffICIENCY
• RELAXED STATIC STABILITY TAIL SIZING
CRITERION DEVELOPED
• NEAR-TERM AUGMENTATION SYSTEM DESIGNED
• PILOTED FLIGHT SIMULATION VALIDATED NEAR- ,TERM SYSTEM CONCEPT
• SMALL HORIZONTAL TAIL CONFIGURATIONS DEFINED
r
• WIND-TUNNEL DATA RASE DEVELOPED
i
Activity on Relaxed Static Stability (RSS) concepts was started as a secondary task of the
Phase I contract. The primary objective of the Phase I contract was the development and
flight demonstration of an extended span wing for decreased induced drag with active
ailerons to alleviate the increased wing loads. This contract was started in February 1977
and is now complete.
The following work was completed under the Phase I contract RSS task:
	
• Aft cg stall recovery requirements were developed to replace the conventional
	
i
static margin condition as a tail sizing criterion. This criterion was postulated as an
	
angular acceleration requirement correlated in terms of pitching moment of inertia.
	 I
• A near-term stability and control augmentation system (SCAS) was developed for
	
relaxed static stability conditions. An equivalence approach was used in the system
	 i
development to require that handling qualities be as good as or better than the
basic L-1011.
• Small horizontal tail configurations were developed for L-1011 derivatives based on
the new RSS sizing criterion.
• A number of low-speed and high-speed wind-tunnel tests have been conducted to
develop the data base necessary to evaluate the various small tail configurations.
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DESCRIPTION	 AIRFOIL T/C
	
AREA - Fe
STANDARD L-1011	 .09	 1282
TAIL
SMALL TAIL	 .09	 800
INITIAL DESIGN
NEW AIRFOIL FOR	 .1045	 800
LOW-SPEED CL
RESIZED FOR SHORT_	 .1045	 898
FUSELAGE
Three small horizontal tail configurations have been developed for the
various L-1011 derivatives. The H 16 tail was sized for standard fuselage
length L-1011 derivatives. It has an airfoil section selected for good high-
speed characteristics; however, its low-speed maximum lift capability was
found deficient. H 17 was designed to obtain better low-speed characteristics
than H 16 without seriously degrading its high-speed characteristics; its
thickness, camber, and leading-edge radius were all increased slightly. H 1 is
an increased area version of H 17 designed for applic,.ition to the shorter aft
fuselage —500 derivatives.
MODEL
H 8
H16
H17
H18
yyt
P*
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"AS"/L0" Hc'c_D HORIZONTAL TAIL CHARACTERISTICSAIRCRAFT ENERGY EFFICIENCY
STANDARD TAIL
H 8
AREA (FT2):
TOTAL 1282
EXPOSED 960
C/4 SWEEP ANGLE 350
ASPECT RATIO 4
MEAN CHORD (FT.):
TOTAL 19.42
ELEVATOR 0.25C
TAPER RATIO 0.33
H16
800
552
250
4
15.25
0.3C
0.33
H17
800
552
250
4
15.25
0.3C
0.33
H18
898
652
250
4.5
15.25
0.3C
0.33
I
6
The small horizontal tail configurations were designed with decreased sweep
angle to improve lift-slope characteristics, and increased elevator chord to
optimize high-lift characteristics. Also note the difference in thickness,
camber, and leading-edge radius of the various tail configurations. A dis-
advantage of the small tail configurations is that a smaller percentage of the
area is actually exposed.
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1
STANDARD TAIL
H8C	 NACA 0009
H16
MFX (69-H-098) 090-1
The standard horizontal tail airfoil for the L-1011 is a 9% thick symmetrical
section. The airfoil section for H 16 has the same thickness as H 8C but is un-
symmetrical with i-verse camber and a smaller leading-edge radius. The air-
foil for H 17  and H 18 has increased thickness, camber, and leading-edge
radius.
H17 Ft H18
ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGY AIRFOIL
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H16 & H17
H18
STANDARD TAIL
H 8
The planform projection of the various horizontal tail configurations illus-
trates the reduction in sweep angle of H 16 , 1117, and H 18 . The increased
	
t
area of H 18 was designed for application to the shorter fuselage —500 deriv-
atives. The swept tip on 11 18
 was designed to obtain flow characteristics at
the tip better than those observed in high-speed flow visualization tests of
H17-
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kludels of the various huriiuntal tail runfi,_uratiun, have been runstrueted
for low -speed and high -speed wind - tunnel :estim_.
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TEST	 DESCRIPTION
S-387	 HORIZONTAL TAIL DRAG AT
CALAC 4' T/ST CRUISE MACH NUMBERS
N-337	 COMPLETE LOW-SPEED FORCE
1
i
t^
H8C H16 H17 H18
X X X X
AMES 12' PT DATA AT HIGH REYNOLDS NO. X X
N-340 COMPLETE HIGH-SPEED FORCE &
CALSPAN 8' TPT H.T. PRESSURE DATA X X
N-336 COMPLETE HIGH-SPEED FORCE rt
1	 i
a
LANGLEY 8' TPT H.T. PRESSURE DATA X X
L-442 COMPLETE LOW-SPEED FORCE r,
CALAC LSWT DATA AT LOW REYNOLDS NO. X
L-429 LOW-SPEED FORCE & H.T. PRESSURE
CALAC LSWT DATA AT LOW REYNOLDS NO. X
L-404 LOW-SPEED FORCE DATA AT i	 b
CALAC LSWT LOW REYNOLDS .NO. X X ,	 !	 p
N-307 LIMITED HIGH-SPEED FORCE DATA
CALSPAN 8' TPT IN CRUISE - NO ELEVATOR ^ X I I I
Aerodynamic characteristics of the various small horizontal tail configura-
tions have been investigated in four high-speed and four low-speed tests
dating back to April 1976. The first two tests were a high-speed and low-
speed test of H 16 perfornwd under Lockheed Independent Development
funding.
The next two tests were performed under Phase I contract funding to evalu-
ate low-speed maximum lift characteristics of H17. The remaining tests were
performed under the current contract to evaluate the high-speed and low-
speed, high Reynold's number characteristics of H 18.
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AIRCRAFT ENERGY EFFICIENCY LOW—SPEED LIFT EFFECTIVENESS
LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER
H 16	 H17
1.6 r C
	
TARGET	 1.
1.2	 ^,^O0	 1
lei
'►]C LH 0.^^	 0.
0.41-	 0
0	 .8	 -16	 -24	 0	 .8	 -16	 -24
all—DEG	 all—DEG
Wind -tunnel data illustrate the low -speed maximum lift deficiency of H16
compared to the target value used to size the horizontal tail. H 1 7 , designed
to improve the lift capability of H 16 , shows a 13% increase in CLmax — still
11% below the target value. However, these tests were performed at low
Reynolds number, and the increase in maximum lift with Reynolds number
was expected to make up the deficiency shown for H17.
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HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER
1.s	 H18
CLMAX TARGET
1.4
	
O	 Q
1.2
	
"P	 b
77CLH 
1.0 
0.8
141,	 enncc 11 11 , ar
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24
a H 
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High Reynolds number tests in the NASA/Ames 12-Foot Pressure Tunnel
show the maximum lift capability of H 18 achieving the design target value.
Recall that H 18 is an increased area version of H 17 with the same airfoil
section.
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A convenient method of evaluating horizontal tail drag characteristics is by a
composite plot of tail-on and tail-off drag coefficient presented as a function
of cg location for various lift coefficients. This plot allows the extraction of
horizontal tail parasite drag, the drag at zero net lift on the tail, by deter-
mining the drag at points of intersection of the tail-off curve with tail-on
drag for particular lift coefficients. This is the technique used to extract
horizontal tail zero-lift drag from wind-tunnel test data.
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N/ISJVL®CHKEEm HORIZONTAL TAIL ZERO-LIFT DRAG
EIAt p Efi INERCT [ffICIINCr WIND-TUNNEL TEST
M =0.80	 M= 0.83
	
.0030 o H8 C o	 o	 H8 C
a^	 H 	 H18q 	 18 q
	
.0020	 H 16	 H 16
DC
r OTA I L
.0010
	
0 1 	 !	 I	 i	 t	 I	 i	 I
0.3	 0.4
	 0.5	 0.3	 0.4	 0.5
	
C	 C
	
L	 L
Wind -tunnel extracted zero-lift drag characteristics are shown for horizontal
tail models H80 H18 and H 16 at cruise Mach number and lift conditions.
Comparison of data at M = 0.80 and 0 . 83 clearly illustrate a drag "creep"
characteristic for H 18 . This drag degradation could be attributed to prema-
ture shock formation on the sut-face compared to that which was predicted
by the inviscid Jameson-Caughey transonic code FLO-22 method used to
design the airfoil.
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.0030
0020AC
DTAIL
.0010
0
H 8C
18
7Z-----------------H6-16
0.78	 0.80	 0.82	 0.84
MACH NUMBER
Since the horizontal tail configurations were originally designed, the
Jameson-Caughey FLO-22 program has been improved by incorporating a
viscous fiow capability. This new program, designated FLO-22.5, shows
excellent agreement with wind-tunnel extracted horizontal tail drag results,
even predicting the drag "creep" characteristic of 1318. These results were
computed using th. Truckenbrot boundary layer option.
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TAIL DRAG VARIATION WITH
^IBC p IIfT EMEBCP EfFItIENCY REYNOLDS  NUMBER o'
e(FLO 22.5 RESULTS)
.0040
M = 0.x;3
	
.0030	 H8 C
FULL	 i
H	 SCALE18	
1.7%
	
.0020	 H 	 ^_	 3.2 AIRPLANEQc	 DRAG	 j
TAIL
.0010 j
FULL
W/T	 SCALE
0 0
	 10	 20	 30	 40
REYNOLD'S NUMBER X 10 -g	 ).
Verification of the viscous Jameson-Caughey FLO 22.5 program as a valu-
able analysis tool provides a method for computing horizontal tail drag
characteristics at full scale flight conditions. Computed results are shown for
wind-tunnel test conditions and full-scale flight at cruise conditions (only the
end-points were computed) for the standard H 8C tail and the H 18 and H16
small tails. The data illustrate the drag advantages of the H 16 tail compared
to the H18 configuration. At full scale cruise conditions, H 16 offers a total
airplane drag reduction of 3.2% whereas the drag reduction for H18 is only
half as much. i
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NO SAS REQUIRED
NEAR-TERM
SAS
10
REBALANCED
CURRENT LIMIT j^
2%0
REF.
NEUTRAL
POINT
10	 15	 20	 25	 30	 35	 40	 45	 50
C.G. LOCATION
An aft shift of the cg range of S% to 6% would result in a relaxed static
stability configuration offering about 2% reduction in trim drag. This would
move the cg range into the region where a near term augmentation system
would be required. One method of achieving this shift is with an aft fuel
tank.
TRIM
DRAG 5
BENEFIT
N
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r
` IGA/LO""REFE° AFT FUEL TANKIIICIIFT ENENCY EFFICIENCY
AFT FUEL TANK
^GOOOOOnor.ac ^oae^oo7 O ^ecacoocoo........... a0000ae^^^	 _..
r	 -	 Q 0•
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One method of incorporating an aft fuel tank in the L-1011 is currently
under study. This slipper tank, located above the center engine S-duct, will
result in a cg shift of about 6%. This is sufficient to move the aft cg limit
to a near-neutral stability condition and bias the reference cg to the point
of minimum trim drag.
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOG"T" WING
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY WING MODELuanut twat u11ntrc-,
I he Lockheed 1 '301h scale adh;mced technology wing. model is shown
mounted in the NASA, Ames 14-Tout Tranmmic Wind Tunnel. "This test was
conducted in April 1979.
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Nom"/=Nl (E® DRAG POLAR COMPARISON
AIRCRAFT ENERGY EFFICIENCY
TAIL OFF
0.8
	
0 , 7	 NASA/AMES 14' TPT
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The improved L/D of the advanced technology wing is illustrated by these
drag polar plots of data obtained from the NASA/Ames 14-Foot Wind
Tunnel.
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AIRCRAFT FNFAGY FFFICIFACY ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY WING WITH H8C
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The more negative pitching moment characteristic of an advanced techno-
logy wing requires a cg location for minimum drag resulting in a statically
unstable airplane. This is illustrated by noting neutral point location on this
plot of drag coefficient versus cg location for various lift coefficients. These
data are from the NASA/Ames 14 Foot Wind-Tunnel test. The locus of
tail-off points on this .plot shows that minimum drag occurs at design CL
when there is zero net lift on the tail. However, at an increased off-design
CL
 minimum drag occurs when the tail is somewhat uploaded.
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rvASAILOCKa	 WING TECHNOLOGY-AUGMENTATION
AIRCRAFT ENERCY EFFICIENCY REQUIREMENTS
DESIGN CIL
15
±	 fi
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C.G. LOCATION % MAC
r4The advanced technology wing offers a trim drag benefit of 12% compared
to the current L-1011 with conventional balance. However, in order to 	 t
realize this benefit, the cg range of an advanced technology wing must be
biased aft to the point where the airplane is statically unstable at minimum
drag. The neutral point location on the advanced technology wing is essen-
tially the same as on the current L-1011 wing since the planform is the same.
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LOCHHEE® LIFTING
 TAIL BALANCE
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At an increased off-design CL of 30% above the design value, it is necessary
to bias the trim cg location aft as much as 1017o farther to reach the minimum
trim drag condition. This results in a 15% unstable configuration. Also, to
reach this minimum drag condition, it is necessary to upload the tail to a lift
coefficient about equal to that of the wing.
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AInsn^^o^I^Iri^^o NOSE DOWN CONTROL REQUIREMENTS
CL
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PITCH	 RECOVERY
INSTABILITY ACC
REQ
TRIM
MAX NOSE	 WITH PITCH
• DOWN	 INSTABILITY
CONTROL
(+)	 CMAFT CG	 (—)
As a result of designing a swept subsonic wing for best cruise performance
at high Mach number, there is a strong tendency for some high angle of
attack pitch instability to occur. This tendency not only defines a require-
ment for control system authority, it also could size the aerodynamic
control power required from the horizontal stabilizing and control surface.
This places additional demands on the design of a stability and control
augmentation system.
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I AINCRAF1 (KIRGY (M^^® ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY TRANSPORTSIIIRCRIIfI ENtRCY U1ICIINCt J
• AIRFRAME IS STATICALLY UNSTABLE AT MINIMUM
TRIM DRAG
• FULL TIME STABILITY AND CONTROL AUGMENTA-
TION REQUIRED
• MINIMUM DRAG FOR GROWTH AIRCRAFT
REQUIRES:
INCREASED STATIC INSTABILITY
LIFTING HORIZONTAL TAIL
• NONLINEAR PITCH INSTABILITY REQUIRES INITIAL
DESIGN ACTI`^E CO VTROL INTC U rsAl
_ 
1U0N
Because of the aft balance required for an advanced technology wing,
resulting in a statically unstable configuration for optimum cruise, full-time
stability and control augmentation is required. This condition is aggravated
at off-design lift conditions requiring an even farther aft balance with a lift-
ing horizontal tail. Also, the high angle-of-attack pitch instability resulting
from an optimum cruise wing design requires initial consideration in the
stability and control augmentation system design.
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AIRCRAFT ENERGY EFFICIENCY
RELAXED STABILITY
FLIGHT TEST
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• DEMONSTRATE RELAXED STATIC STABILITY FOR
COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT APPLICATION
• VERIFY FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM CONCEPTS
AT NEAR NEUTRAL STABILITY CONDITIONS
- NEAR TERM SYSTEM
- ADVANCED SYSTEM
• EVALUATE HANDLING QUALITIES OF BOTH
SYSTEMS
The objective of the flight test program is to demonstrate the concept of
relaxtW static stability for commercial transport application. This will be
do,io by modifying the Lockheed L-1011 S /N 1001 flight test airplane to
incorporate two different types of augmentation system, near-term and
advanced systems, and by evaluating the handling qualities of both of these
systems at near neutral stability conditions.
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^IACBAFT ENEFGT EfFIC1ENCT FLIGHT TEST REG.UIREMENTS
• BIAS THE C.G. AFT USING BALLAST TO
REDUCE STATIC MARGIN
• DOWNRIG THE (ELEVATOR TO PROVIDE
SUFFICIENT NOSE-DOWN CONTROL FOR
RELAXED STATIC STABILITY CONDITIONS
The flight test airplane will utilize water ballast to bias the cg aft to locations
approaching the near neutral stability condition. In order to ensure safety	 t
of flight at these relaxed stability conditions, it will be necessary to downrig
the elevator to provide sufficient nose-down control capability at aft cg.
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n GA/LOCA{WC L-1011 S/ N 1001 PROPOSED
AIACAAEi ENEAAi EFIICIIN" BALLAST LOCATIONS
FLOOR BALLAST FOR
AFT CG CONDITIONS
G®@®
CENTER CARGO
COMPARTMENT'
v"v'ATE °n BALLAST
TANKS
The proposed ballast for the flight test airplane consists of transferrable
water ballast and fixed ballast. The water ballast is contained in tanks, 8 in
the center cargo compartment and 8 in the forward cargo compartment.
Each tank has a capacity of 2000 lbs. of water. Pumps and interconnecting
plumbing would allow water to be transferred between the tanks in the 2
cargo compartments. The fixed ballast consists of a high-density material
such as lead fixed to the passenger floor and the floor of the aft cargo
,, impartment.
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140
WATER j
	
400	 IN AFT I
	
i	 TANKS
/ GROUND
GROSS 360 OPERATION FOR I
WEIG"T	 AFT CG LIMIT--" -%
	
1 000 LOS 320	 WATER INFWD TANKS
	
230	 GROUND
	
ALTERNATE	 OPERATION
	
,11	
FUEL USAGE	 AFT CG LIMIT
/4U
11	 16	 20	 24	 28	 32	 36	 40	 44
CG - % MAC
At takeoff, the water tanks in the forward cargo corn —rtment would
contain a full load of 16,000 lbs. of water, while the tanks in the center
cargo compartment would be empty. This insures that the aircraft center of
gravity is well forward of 32% MAC, the ground operation aft limit. After
takeoff the entire 16,000 lbs. of water is transferred to the tanks in the
center cargo compartment so that flight tests at the inflight aft cg limit may
be accomplished. The dotted line shows center of gravity variation as fuel is
burned off.
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AFT C.G.
NOSE-DOWN
CONTROL
REO.UIREMENTS
IN CRUISE
6H/ 5 e =+1/+5
MAX. AIRPLANE
NOSE DOWN
-CM
An elevator downrig is defined to provide an adequate level of nose-down
control for the relaxed static stability conditions proposed for flight test.
The elevator downrig provides a nose-dlown angular acceleration margin of
-0.1 rad/sect at the critical high angle of attack condition shown. This level
of nose-down control capability has been found to be completely satisfac-
tory in flight tests of the L-1011 at sensitive aft cg conditions.
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AIACAAEI,ENEA6Y EFFICIENCY STABILIZER/ELEVATOR GEARING
i
-24
-22
-20
-18
-16
Be -14—STANDARD L-1011
--DEG.
	
-12
1 — 
.8—PROPOSED
	
'6	 FOR NASA
	
-4	 FLIGHT TEST
-2
	
2 '2^-4^^ --6 -8 -10 -12 -14	 f
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Analysis shows that an elevator downrig of 51 is sufficient to provide the
nose-down control required at critical high-speed, high angle of attack con-
ditions. The stabilizer/elevator gearing is shown along with the standard
4
L-1011 gearing.
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AIRCRAFT ENERGY EFFICIENCY
WIND-TUNNEL PLAN
r.
l N/V/1 L®C^ 	 a.
AIRCRAF	
P3FC!
FNERCP EfFICI F n - I N D-TUNNEL TEST OBJECTIVES
FLIGHT TEST SUPPORT
	
i
1	 • VERIFY HIGH - a NOSE-DOWN
i	 CONTROL CAPABILITY
HIGH MACH PITCH INSTABILITY	 ^.
t- LOW SPEED STALL RECOVERY
• DETERMINE EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DOWNRIG
f	 ON STABILIZER/ELEVATOR HINGE MOMENTS
	 F
A
(f	 ADVANCED CONTROL CONCEPTS 	 r.
l •DEVELOP OPTIMAL TRIM AND
BALANCE CONCEPT FOR FUTURE APPLICATIONS
LIFTING HORIZONTAL TAILS
i
- CANARDS
r	
,
c
The objectives of the forthcoming wind-tunnel tests are to provide flight
test support and to further investigate optimal trim and balance concepts for
application to future advanced technology wing aircraft. In support of the
flight program, wind-tunnel tests will verify the nose-down control capability
of the test airplane with elevator downrig at critical high speed and low-
speed conditions. The effect of elevator downrig on stabilizer/elevator hinge
moments will also be measured during these tests. In the area of research
.:	 for future application, the advanced technology wing model will be tested to
	
w
evaluate various forward and aft mounted control surface concepts. Wind-
tunnel data are currently unavailable for commercial transport type aircraft
with canard surfaces.
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NASA Loc"HecQ
,I, t„ I , ;AI , I , IIIIt , ImtI WIND-TUNNEL MODEL COMPONENTS
A number of model comhoncnls are alread% a%ailahle for the %rind-mnncl
test program These conllmnents inclrlde:
•	 st.Inrlard 1 -101 1 wing
• Adhanecll Ie•chnulua^' wing
•	 Stall(lard 1 -101 1 tail
• 7hrec small tail configuralions
Also sho%%n arc tllc lu.cla_e heat-tail amyl tic %crlical Tail %%ith plugged center
cnginr roml ► oncnts.
Modifications will he mails to the Ilmd( . l conll)oncnts to alltm the meastire-
n ► ent of stahiliiel elevator hin ge Inuntents and lo allow forward and aft
mounting of the control surfaces.
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PURPOSE
	 WIND-TUNNEL
	 DATE
I	 FLIGHT TEST SUPPORT	 CALSPAN	 DEC "80
L-1011-1 WITH DOWNRIGGED ELEVATOR	 (HIGH-SPEED)
CALAC LSWT	 FEB '81
'	 (LOW-SPEED)
ADVANCED WING AND CONTROL
SURFACE CONCEPTS
CONFIGURATION MATRIX
2ND ENTRY:
FINAL CONFIGURATION
CALSPAN FEB '81(HIGH-SPEED)
CALAC LSWT MAY '81(LOW-SPEED) (APPROX)
CALSPAN OCT '81(HIGH-SPEED)
HI-RN DEC '81(LOW-SPEED) (APPROX)
Two wind -tunnel tests will be performed to support flight test: a high-speed
test in the Calspan 8' Transonic Tunnel in December 1980 and a low-speed
test in the Calac 8' X 12' LSWT in February 1981.
The advanced wing and control surface concepts will be tested in two high-
speed and two low-speed tests: the first series to investigate a matrix of
configurations, the second to evaluate a final configuration.
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NASA!"E FLIGHT SIMULATION OBJECTIVESAIRCRAFT ENERGY EFFICIENCY
• PREFLIGHT TEST PILOT FAMILIARIZATION
1
• FLIGHT TEST PLAN DEFINITION
• SAFETY OF FLIGHT VERIFICATION
• PILOT/SYSTEM INTERFACE PROBLEMS
IDENTIFICATION	 r
• FINAL PREFLIGHT HANDLING QUALITIES
EVALUATION
3
A flight simulation will be performed prior to flight test for purposes of pilot
familiarization. The simulation will also serve to help formulate and finalize
the flight test plan. Critical flight conditions and failure situations will be
probed to verify safety of flight.
Pilot-in-the-loop simulation will also help identify any pilot/interface
problems. The result of piloted simulation will be a final preflight handling
qualities evaluation.
9
4FLIGHT SIMUi_ATION GAB AND
^^IKI1^ft ENEICt EffKIIMCI^
'MOTION  SYSTE M
The Lockheed KNe (:u» on Hight Sinsulator contains ;III the components
necessary to conduct a complele man and or elplipmem in the loop real
time aircraft .insulation. the component` include: di g ital and h%brid-
analog compmers. curl.pits with instrunsent displa y s. visual displays. motion
1
system sound sy nthesiser. complete compuler solMare librar y . and a highly
experienced shmilation staff. The liNdraulicalk driven. four-degree-of-
freedons motion system features independent movense„t in pitch, roll. heave
and lateral directions.	 I
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The tlitlit simulator cockpit interior pro%ide" a rcalktic Catcgor% III
cnmomncnt for hoth tic pilot and copilot with all ncce,..%ary control.,
instruments, and indicator% to accurately (luplicatc manual and automatic
Ilita ► t ► ► nlr^rl.
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0N'S""'°`°`"'CH®FLIGHT SIMULATOR PROGRAMAlatAAFT EMEA6T EFfICIENCr
NEAR-TERM SYSTEM
	 ADVANCED SYSTEM
STATE-OF-THE-ART SYSTEM STABILITY&CONTROLCOMMAND
FOR POSITIVE TO NEAR AUGMENTATION FOR UNSTABLE
NEUTRAL STABILITY APPLICATION APPLICATIONS
SYSTEM LAGGED PITCH RATE DAMPER TO BE DETERMINED
DEFINITION WITH PILOT FEED FORWARD
DESIGN PROVIDE EQUIVALENT OR
CRITERIA IMPROVED L-1011 MODAL Et TIME
HISTORY RESPONSE
CHARACTERISTICS
FLIGHT CONCEPT SIMULATION CONCEPT SIMULATION
SIMULATION OCT '77 MAR '81
HARDWARE SIMULATION HARDWARE SIMULATIONMAR '81,fvfr,n	 o f NOV '81
Flight simulation will be performed for both the near-term and advanced
control systems. Previous piloted simulation of the near-term system under
the Phase I contract involved only a concept evaluation in October 1977.
Currently planned simulation under the Phase II contract will involve two
entries. The first entry in March 1981 will simulate the final near-term
system hardware definition; a preliminary concept evaluation of the
advanced system will also be performed during this entry. A second entry
in November 1981 will simulate the final advanced system hardware
definition.
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AIRCRAFT ENERGY EFFICIENCY
AVIONICS DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
DICK HEIMBOLD
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AIRCRAFT ENERGY EFFICIENCY
NEAR TERM FCS
g
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(VrGA/L0CHH"'m CONTROL SYSTEM ANALYSIS
AIRCRAEE ENERGY EERCIENCY
• TWO SYSTEMS SYNTHEO"IZED
• NORMAL ACCELERATION FEEDBACK
• PITCH RATE FEEDBACK
• FEED FORWARD LOOP NECESSARY
During synthesis of the near-term flight control system, two systems were
evaluated. Basic differences between these systems was the choice of motion
sensors. Norma l acceleration and pitch rate were considered in this applica-
tion. Analysis A.owed th. t a feed forward was required for either system.
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• NORMAL ACCELERATION ALREADY IN
ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM. NO NEW
SENSORS REQUIRED
• PITCH RATE CONVENTIONAL STABILITY
AUGMENTATION
Normal accelerometers are already installed in the L-1011 as part of the
Active Control System used for wing load alleviation. These sensors are con-
sidered to have better life characteristics than rate gyros.
Pitch rate gyros as motion sensors have been used for years as basic motion
sensors for stability augmentation and can be expected to give predictable
and satisfactory results.
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TO SERIES
SERVO
Ni15i;irL®co-ak^cm
AIRCRAFT fNEAGT EIFICIINCT NEAR TERM FCS - AUTOPILOT DISENGAGED
CONTROL COLUMN
MINUS
	
1	 s. S
TRIM	 :106,03S+1 	 8s+1
s
PITCH RATE	 1	 1
DEG/SEC	 0.03S+1	 T S+1
A;
^a
pp
Control and stability augmentation for manual control are prov ;.ded in the
near term FCS. The gains of both the feed-forward loop and the pitch rate
feedback loop are scheduled as a function of indicated airspeed to provide
a the greater stabilizer movement required at slow speed. The pitch rate feed-
back time constant is also scheduled to be consistent with the response time
of the aircraft.
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AIRCRAFT ENERGY EFFICIENCY NEAR TERM FCS - AUTOPILOT ENGAGED
0.60
PITCH RATE	 1*	 TO SERIES
DEG/SEC	 0.03s +1 	
0.3
	
SERVO
0
320160 
' ± 1.40/SEC IN CRUISE
± 5 0/SEC W/FLAPS DOWN
The near-term flight control system provides additional stability augmenta-
tion to the aircraft when under autopilot control. Gain scheduling and a
switched dead-band in the pitch rate feedback loop are used in this particular
mode.
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N/ISA/L®CHHECED LOW FREO.UENCY STABILITY - 40% MAC
AIRCRAFT FRFRGY FFFICIIRC Y TIME TO DOUBLE AMPLITUDE
Evaluation of performance of the two configurations revealed a reduction in
the low frequency (phugoid) stability for the normal acceleration feedback.
Since this reduction in "time to double amplitude" for the approach flight
condition would tend to degrade rather than improve performance, the
decision has been made to drop the normal acceleration system and coaA-
centrate on the pitch rate system.
UNAUGMENTED	 PITCH RATE
	 ACCELEROMETER
SAS
	
SAS
APPROACH:
	 25.7 SEC
	
46.2 SEC
	
20.6 SEC
CRUISE:	 77 SEC
	 STABLE
	
STABLE
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CG = 14%
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J32
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Jw
1.0
L-1011
NASA/6^U40^Q^
AIRCRAH ENERGY EFFICIENCY
SHORT PERIOD
ROOT LOCUS
-CRUISE- ! 32
1
1
V^
j \
1
1
1
0.5
0
—2.0	 —i.5	 —1.0	 —0.5	 0
Root-Locus plots for the near-term pitch rate FCS at a nominal cruise
flight condition reveals an improvement in short period response compared
to the basic L-1011. Short period frequency is increased and damping ratios
are maintained between 0.4 and 0.8 for cg locations between 14% and 4017o
MAC.
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AIRCRRFF ENERGY EFFICIENCY— 
0'8
	 CG = 12%
	
SHORT PERIOD	 25	 jw
35
	
ROOT LOCUS	 1'0
	
-APPROACH—	 4012
25L-1011
35	 0.5
40 f
i	 i	 i	 I	 _Ai 0
—2.0	 —1.5	 —1.0	
__M	 0
p-
Root-Locus plots for the near-tern FCS at a nominal approach flight
condition also reveals an improvement of the short period response.
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Root Locus plots without the stability augmentation reveal a phugoid
instability at cruise condition with the cg at 40. Addition of the near term
FCS results in elimination of that low frequency instability.
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AIRCRAFT ENERGY EFFICIENCY
PHUGOID 'W
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AIRCRAFT ENERGY EFFICIENCY
PHUGOID
ROOT LOCUS jw
	
-APPROACH-
	 0.05
0
—0.
CG = 25%
L-1011
25
35
1
1
35	 1
1
i
	 AUGMENTED
i
1	 40
05	 0	 \ 	 0.0 5
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The phugoid instability of the approach flight condition with the cg beyond
present existing limit (at 40%) is not eliminated but is significantly
improved, in that the time to double amplitude is almost doubled. This
allows easier pilot control of this low frequency instability.
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EFFICIE"® CURRENT ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMAIRCRAFT ENERGY 	 RCY
SENSORS SENSORS SENSORS
1/0
I i
I/O	 i i	 1/O
I
1/0
I
I
PROCESSOR PROCESSOR	 I I	 PROCESSOR PROCESSOR
	 I
I:SERVO SERVO	 I I	 SERVO SERVOAMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER ( ( AMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER I
__ _^
AILERON AILERON AILERON I	 AILERON
SERVO SERVO SERVO L	 SERVO
The current configuration of the active control system is to be used as the
baseline system for the incorporation of the near term flight control system.
The basic configuration of the ACS contains triply redundant sensor ele-
ments feeding four channels of signal conditioning and computation
followed by dual servo loops feeding each of the two aileron (left and right)
series servos. Cross-chmnnel and in-line monitoring is provided within the
digital computation loops to provide a basic fail-operational capability after
any first failure.
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NEAR TERM FCS MODIFICATIONAIRCRAFT ENEACY EftIt1ENCY	 d
P. RATE
GYRO
SENSORS P RATEGYRO SENSORS	
P RATE
GYRO SENSORS
I 1/0 I/O I	 I/O I/O
PROCESSOR PROCESSOR	 I (	 PROCESSOR PROCESSOR
r
I SERVO SERVO
	 I I	 SERVO SERVOAMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER	 I AMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER	 I
AILERON
SERVO
P;TCH
SERVO
AILERON
SERVO
AILERON	 P PGN
SERVO
	 SERVO
AILERON
SERVO
s
The existing Active Control System (ACS) forms the basis of the near term
FCS modification. Modifications include addition of the pitch rate gyros,
additional signal conditioning in the computers, modified micro-processor
software, addition of servo-amplifiers in the computers, and incorporation of
the pitch series servo. The near tern FCS function will retain the fail-
operational capability of the production ACS.
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I-or Laboratory, Vehicle System Simulation. and Fli ght Test Evaluation of
the near term FCS. file modified A! S computers will I)e ittstallecf ill
"Pallet" or Ie"t instalLition
	
l his test installation pro%i(lcs for file use of
progranu ► 1al ► le core nnvnories for file %CS con ► ptitcrs allowin g
 loading of
software chan ge, as necessar% during the test program. The pallet also pro-
%idt", the capahilily of conununication with file micro-processor and instru-
n ► cnfafion of .clected divit:il coml ► ufatiorr, and input/output signals of the
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The diagram depicts schematically the mechanization of the stabilizer
control and the method of summing of the series servo output into the trim
portion of tl a controls, thereby eliminating any actuator input feedback to
the pilot control column.
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The photo shuH ,, the slab series servo in-!:;!lctl (M a bench test future. 1lic
unit is nit profiled for weight retluct;un. 'The aircraft units will he profiled
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FLIGHT SIMULATION
• COMPUTER SIMULATION OF CONTROL SYSTEM
AND AIRFRAME
VEHICLE SYSTEM SIMULATION
• CONTROL SYSTEM HARDWARE INCLUDING
PRIMARY ft SECONDARY CONTROLS
• AZRODYNAMIC LOOP CLOSED BY
COMPUTER SIMULATION
FLIGHT TEST
• VERIFICATION OF TOTAL DESIGN
Verification of the advanced FCS performance is accomplished by the
progression throughoFlight Simulation using computer simulation of a;r-
frame and control hardware, 2QVehicle System Simulation utilizing actual
control system hardware, including primary and secondar y controls with
r ,^rodynamic loops closed by computer simulation, andflight testing.
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ADVANCED FCS
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The Achanred Hi_Itt Cuntrul System pallet is a" installed in hit-
L-IM I test airphli •. Like tlu .ACS inst.^Ihlio^n. Itror_raitt rh:utt:cs can be
made c00%init-ntl y throu g h ke%board entr% lu tilt- core memory.
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AIAN RAH ENERGY IFFCCIN® EXISTING DIGITAL AFCS USED AS BASELINE
• 4 DIGITAL COMPUTER CHANNELS
• DUAL MONITORED PARALLEL SERVOS
4 CHANNEL SERVO ELECTRONICS
• SENSORS
• DUAL MONITORED
• TRIPLE
• QUAD
The advanced flight control system to be evaluated will be an adaptation of
the existing Digital Automatic Flight Control System. This system provides
the capability for a fail-operational capability with a minimum if
modification.
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N smiocm^^D ADVANCED CONTROL SYSTEM
AIRCRAFT ENERGY EFFICIENCY j FAILURE PROTECTION(FLIGHT TEST CONFIGURATION)
• SYSTEM MONITORING SAME AS AUTOLAND AFCS
• SYSTEM WILL DISPLAY FIRST FAILURE BUT
REMAIN OPERATIONAL
• CREW TO ADJUST BALLAST AND REVERT TO
NEAR-TERM FCS ON FIRST FAILURE
• USE OF NEAR TERM FCS AS ACTIVE BACKUP
OR SWITCHED PASSIVE BACKUP TO BE
DETERMINED
The fail-operational capability of the Digital Automatic Flight Control
System allows Flight Test evaluation with a minimum of safety hazard.
During aft cg tests, where operation without the advanced FCS could be
hazardous, the usage of the ballast shifting cg management system will
allow reversion to a more stable flight condition in the evert of a first failure
within the advanced FCS.
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HARDWARE
A MODIFICATION I
' L-1011 SIMULATOR
	
FLIGHT
DIGITAL AFCS VERIFICATION
	
TEST
AND ACS A	 VERIFICATION
SOFTWARE
MODIFICATION
	 r
CONTROL
LAW
SYNTHESIS
t
t
Advanced Control development program is based on the utilization and
modification of the digital active control system and automatic flight control
system presently utilized in the L-1011. After synthesis of revised control
algorithms for the advanced flight control system, the necessary software
and hardware modifications will be incorporated into a development elec-
tronic system. Operation will be verified through a normal progression of
flight simulation, vehicle system simulation and flight test.
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NASA"®CKHrEe® I CONTROL LAW SYNTHESIS
AIRCRAFT ENERGY EFFICIENCY
WIND
TUNNEL DATA SYSTEM SPECS
I NON LIN VERIFICATION —^L-1011 CSMP GRAPHICSMODEL
EVALUATION TO CONTROL
AGAINST ALGORITHM
REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION
CLASSICAL LINEAR
MATRICES SYNTHESIS I
I MODERN
ITERATIONS
STEADY STATE
^POINTSGE'riNE^v ----------- ------
Synthesis of necessary control laws is being accomplished through a combi-
nation of classical and modern synthesis techniques with necessary incorpo-
ration of non -linearities to determine final predicted performance.
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f,/W/L®CHHEGD ADVANCED CONTROL SYSTEM
AIRCRAFT ENERGY EFFICIENCY PERFORMANCE CRITERIA OBJECTIVES
ftj
• HANDLING QUALITIES AT AFT CG AT LEAST
AS GOOD AS THOSE WITHIN THE CURRENT
CG RANGE
• PITCH RATE & N Z TIME HISTORIES
• FREQUENCY RESPONSE CRITERIA
• TIME-TO-DOUBLE AMPLITUDE CRITERIA
• COLUMN FORCE PER KNOT FROM TRIM POINT
Performance criteria for the Advanced Flight Control System is determined
such that the performance of the L-1011 at the aft cg conditions with the
FCS operational will be equal or better than the present L-1011 within its
cg operating range. Various performance parameters as noted are utilized
to assess this performance.
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AIRCRAFT ENERGY EFFICIENCY
MODERN CONTROL
ANALYSIS CONCEPTS
BOB ROONEY
I
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NASA/L)CHHGG®
AIRCRAFT INIRC r
 IFFICIENC Y M O D E R N CONTROL ANALYSIS
• QUADRATIC OPTIMIZATION
• ALGEBRAIC/GEOMETRIC METHODS
• MINIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
• MODAL CONTROL
The particular area of modern control theory that is being applied in this
study is that of modal control. There are other methods available for
control system design but these were not deemed as suitable.
Quadratic optimization requires specification of desired system perform-
ance in terms of a single scalar cost function. This is very difficult and
results in a highly iterative technique. There now is a systematic method for
defining the weighting matrices comprising the cost function but it is limited
to full state feedback.
There are algebraic and geometric formulations but they are quite complex
and are limited in their applications.
Lockheed has recently developed a technique for placing poles based on
minimization of a metric which is a distance between ordered sets of desired
and closed loop pole locations.
The feed': pnk matrices generated to accomplish pole placement are not
unique arse as such result in arbitrary location of eigenvectors. Much itera-
tive effort is required to find the feedback that achieves the proper distribu-
tion of modes as well as the proper modes.
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AIRCRAFT ENERGY EFFICIENCY
• EIGENVALUES/EIGENVECTORS
• DIRECT METHOD
• ACCOMMODATES CLASSICAL
PERFORMANCE SPECS
• LIMITED STATE FEEDBACK
Lockheed has developed a technique based on the work of Moore, Harve
and Stein, Kimura, and Srinatli:kumar. This technique simultaneously place
the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of the closed loop system.
Y
It is a direct method, incorporating no iterative procedures, it accommo
dates classical performance specifications, and comes as close to placing th e
closed loop eigenvectors as is possible.
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CONTROLLER
The primary effort is to synthesize a control law for the longitudinal axis of
a relaxed static stability aircraft.
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q
y(t) =OUTPUT VECTOR
x(tl -(A-BFC1X10 , ,.r,.^..^e-,-uit^—AfmrvI %V# 	
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This block diagram depicts the state space representation of the system we	 i
will be working with. The matrices are all real, constant matrices of dimen-
sions compatible with their respective vectors.	 -	 t
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A AC^ ENERGY C^IE^N^ SYSTEM STATES
6H
4 ACTUATOR
SH STATES
sAX(t) =
u - AIRSPEED
a - ANGLE OF ATTACK	 AIRCRAFT6 - PITCH RATE	 STATES
t 0 - PITCH ATTITUDE
The system state vector is given by a concatenation of the actuator states
and the airframe states.
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PITCH AXIS
OUTPUT
N Z NORMAL ACCELERATION
6 PITCH RATE
Y(t) =
U AIRSPEED
6 PITCH ATTITUDE
The inputs and c-titputs (measurements) are as shown. Presently, the
structure of the input distribution matrix, B, precludes the aileron from
participation in the control action. Also, manipulation of the available out-
puts is done by the output distribution matrix, C.
INPUT
HORIZ.
$HC STABILIZER
u = COMMAND
5 AC AILERON
COMMAND
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AVGA/LocmmaeD
IIACAtfi tNEAGI IfFICIENCY MODAL CONTROL CRITERIA
• EQUAL TO OR BETTER
THAN L-1011
0 C.G. LOCATION AT 25% MAC
• "ORTHOGONAL"
The goal of this part of the study is to develop control laws that make the
aft cg location aircraft perform equal to or better than the existing, accept-
able L-1011.
This implies two desired, or target models.
^. The L-1011 with a cg location at 25% mean aerodynamic cord
(MAC), and
2. An in-house model whereby coupling between aircraft modes is
suppressed.
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY 	 CONTROL ANALYSIS CRITERIAIRCR11F1 
• HAVE ACCEPTABLE SYSTEM x(t) = A0(t) + Bdu(t), Y(t) = Cdx(t)
* WOULD LIKE AFT C.G. A/C WITH CONTROLLER [u(t) = Fy(t)]
TO APPROACH PERFORMANCE OF DESIRED SYSTEM
• GENERATE CONTROL LAW THAT MAKES CLOSED LOOP
SYSTEM x(t) = (A-BFC)x HAVE THE SAME EIGENVALUES
AND EIGENVECTORS OF DESIRED SYSTEM SHORT
PERIOD AND PHUGOID N10DES
The L-1011 with cg position at 25% MAC will be modelled in the state space
form, where the subscript d signifies desirable system.
Acceptable performance of the relaxed static stability aircraft with stability
augmentation will be judged by how closely the system response time
history matches that of -the desired system.
In order to make this match, a control law will be synthesized that matches
the eigensystems of the test and desired aircraft models for both longitudinal
axis modes.
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AIRCRAFT ENE19V EFFICIENCY SAMPLE RESULTS
FLIGHT CONDITION- CRUISE
WEIGHT	 408,000 LBS
VELOCITY	 254 KEAS
ALTITUDE	 137,000 FT
C.G. LOCATION	 1- 50% MAC
Some twelve flight cases have been analyzed with satisfactory results
obtained. One of the more severe cases, representing th r; extreme cg posi-
tion of 50% MAC, is presented here.
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"As"O" OPEN LOOP EIGENVALUES
AIRCRAFF ENERGY EFFICIENCY
1 = .428 ( UNSTABLE POLE)
X 2,3 = —.018± j .097
	 s
A 4 = --1.64
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As can be seen, the first eigenvalue of the open loop system represents a
fairly severe instability. 	 t
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AIRS""0CtiA-0EENAY SYNTHESIZED CONTROL LAWAIRCRAFT ENERGY EFFICIENCY
S HC = - 0.044N Z + 0.119 + 0.163u + 0.44 9
The control law generated is for an input to the horizontal stabilizer actuator
and is intended to make the aft cg aircraft perform like the mid cg target
aircraft.
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QSTABILITY MARGINSAIRCRAFT ENERGY EFFICIENCY
PHASE MARGIN (L-1011 25% MAC:) = 370
("ORTHOGONAL") 520
This case has been analyzed using both the mid cg aircraft and the "ortho-
gonal" criteria. Opening the loop around the input reveals that the closed
loop system designed using the orthogonal criteria has 40 % greater phase
margin than the closed loop system designed using the mid cg target. Gain
margins for both systems were very high.
In the future we plan on opening the loop on each output and determine
corresponding gain and phase margins.
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WSA/LOCHHEE. TIME  RESPONSE
AIRCRAFT MACY EFFICIENCY
0
9(DEG/SEC)
	
0.6	
_----.UNAUGMENTED 25% CG .I
	
1.0	 MODAL CONTL.	 50% CG
INITIAL PERTURBATION CC =10
«(DEG)
0.44 i
y
5 1 (DEG)
0	 -
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
TIME (SECONDS)
These plots depict the time history of both systems responding to an initial
condition on the angle of attack state (a(0) = 1 0 ) of one degree. The target
(mid cg) aircraft response is shown as the dashed line and is identified as the
unaugmented system. The solid line represents the performance of the aft Cg
aircraft acting in the presence of the control law previously mentioned. It is
readily apparent that there is very good agreement between the two system
responses.
Horizontal stabBizer movement, even in this extreme (cg = 50% MAC) case is
within acceptable limits.
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UAGA/LOCH	 TIME RESPONSE, (CONT'D)
AIRCRAFT EKIRGY EFFICIENCY )	
a
0. 
\
0 (DEG)
1.0
— ---  UNAUGMENTED 25% CG
MODAL CONTL	 50% CG
4.0-
u(FT/SEC)
00 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
TIME (SECONDS)
These plots are part of the same simulation and show the same good
agreement.
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 INTEGRATION OF ANALYSIS RESULTSAIRCRAFT FRIRCY CFFICI
• SCHEDULING OF CONTROL LAW GAINS
• EVALUATION OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
IN THE PRESENCE OF GAIN SUPPRESSION.
• EVALUATION WITH SYSTEM
NON- LI N EAR ITI ES
i
i
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After all conditions are thoroughly analyzed the control laws will be
appropriately scheduled to represent the operational environment, and the
operation of the system in the presence of gain scheduling will be evaluated.
Also, evaluations will be conducted to determine system sensitivity to feed-
back gain suppression and to determine the performance of the nonlinear
system using the results of the overall study effort.
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	 CONTROLS PROGRAM SCHEDULE
1977 78 79 80 81 82 83
MLC, SMALL
RSS EMS, GA TAIL
PHASE I
SIMULATION FLIGHT W/T
PHASE II TEST TEST ANAL VFS
NEAR TERM
VSS FLT TEST
ADV. SYST.
ANAL VFS VSS 'FLT TEST
FUTURE f	 ;
W/T DESIGNSYST. t
Phase I of the NASA/Lockheed ACEE/EET program was devoted to the
flight evaluation of maneuver load control (MLC), elastic mode suppression
(EMS), and gust alleviation. Also, relaxed static stability (RSS) and small
tail benefits were investigated. The active control load relief technology
developed during phase I made possible extended wing span on the L-1011
aircraft with a resulting fuel savings of 3%. Also, the RSS and small tail
I
studies provided the basis for the Phase I1 program.
The scirAule for work on the near term, advanced, and future flight control
system provides an indication of when the major development tasks are to be
performed. Technology advancements made in developing of the near term
and advanced system will be used in the design of the future system.
